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that such a change might and probably would ruin the whole enter-
prise. A third man could be taken only at the sacrifice of petrol or
of camp and travel equipment on which our lives might depend, if
the plane were damaged in landing. Balchen's argument was that
it might take three men to clear a runway and put the plane into
the air even if undamaged.
This proposal was so violently at variance with my whole scheme
and theory of the crossing that I could not believe that Balchen
really meant it. I felt certain that when the right moment came
he would go through with that contract—believed it until the in-
credible event proved my belief ill-founded.
But if Balchen had been as eager as I to fly to the Ross Sea, we
could not have done so immediately, since from December 5 to
December 18 we had a constant succession of gales and blizzards,
with scarcely an hour of sunshine or decent visibility. The front of
the Snow Hill glacier began to break off, making it necessary for
the Wyatt Earp to move out to safe anchorage. One day in the
storm we saw once more an emperor penguin floating past us on
an ice-cake—the same emperor, we all agreed, that we had seen at
the edge of the shelf ice some miles to the south, since it was the
only emperor penguin we saw during our entire stay.
This time he did not escape us. We sacrificed him to science
and discovered that the bird was starving. Its stomach was entirely
empty, there was no fat on the carcass, and it weighed but sixty-
two pounds. The average full-grown and well-fed emperor weighs
seventy-five pounds. Since the chief food of this species of penguin
is shrimp and plankton, usually abundant in Antarctic waters, it
was evident that food supplies had disappeared along the coasts of
Graham Land.
Our second engineer, Bigsth, about this time developed an out-
break of boils, giving the doctor a patient.
At every opportunity I could get during this stormy interval, I
went to die island to hunt fossils, often in company with Dr.
Coman. The snow-free tip of the island offered a prolific field for
the geologist The blizzards melted here as fast as they fell, keep-
ing the ground muddy. The tract was absolutely barren except for
lichens and mosses. Through the mud were scattered thousands
of sandstone nodules which, when cracked open, occasionally

